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Crisis in Korea 
• Importance of issue 

• Berkeley meeting of CSCAP 

• Background to the Agreed Framework 

• Agreed Framework- birth and death 

• Is there life after death? 

Importance of issue 
• Overshadowed by Iraq 

• But Bush will turn to Korea ‘after Iraq’ 

• Potentially far more dangerous 

Berkeley meeting 
• North Pacific Working Group of Council for Security in Asia Pacific (CSCAP) 

• Berkeley, 13-15 March 

• Hosted by CSCAP US 

• Co-Chaired by Canada, Japan 

• Participants from China, Sweden, Mongolia, Philippines 
– Taiwan, Nautilus 

• Both Koreas 

Unusual opportunity 
• Problems getting visas for North Koreans 

• NK deputy ambassador to UN 
– Had high profile meeting with Governor Bill Richardson in Jan 

• Amb Chon Jae Hong Dec 02 
– Don Borrie, Marion Hobbs… 

• Horse’s mouth 

Background to the Agreed Framework 
• Hermit kingdom between China and Japan 

• 1910-45 Japanese colony 

• 1945 US divides at 38 parallel 
– Soviet acquiescence 

• Root of many problems 



 

 

• Korea has deep sense of unity 
– Ethnically homogeneous 

Divided Korea 
• Two states get set up under patronage 

– North: USSR>>Kim Il Sung 
• Kim – anti-Japanese guerilla who had retreated to SU 

– South: US>>Syngman Rhee 
• Rhee – nationalist, first Korean to get PhD in US, active in Washington, at odds with other 

non-Communist nationalists 

Division 
• Two hostile states claiming sovereignty over peninsula 

• If no division then messy and bloody but not as bad as what happened 
– Korean War 

– 50 years of contention slowly turning to cooperation 

– US involvement 

 

Korean War break out 
• 49-50 tension build up; incursions in both directions 

• Korean veterans return from Chinese civil war 

• June 1950 war breaks out, Northern forces smash South and move down the 

peninsula, nearly taking Pusan/Busan 

 

Korea War breaks down 
• Inchon landing, push to Yalu despite Chinese warnings 

• Chinese intervene; stalemate 

• 1953 armistice; 4 million + dead 

• DPRK has been pressing for a peace treaty to replace armistice 

ROK 1960-80 
• 1960 Syngman Rhee forced in exile – burst of democracy 

• 1961 Coup led by Gen Park Chung-hee (ex Japanese Army) 

• Beginnings of export-led growth 

• 1979 Park assassinated by head of Korean CIA 

• Chun Doo Hwan 1979-87 
– Kwangju massacre 1980 

ROK 1980- 
• Roh Tae-woo 1987-93 



 

 

– 1988 Seoul Olympics 

• Kim Young-sam 1993-98 (first civilian) 

• Kim Dae-jung 97/98-02/03 
– Sunshine policy 

• Roh Moo-hyun 02/03>> 

DPRK 
• Smaller cast 

• Kim Il Sung to 1994 

• Kim Jong Il thereafter 

• Family affair 
– Confucian emperor rather than Marxist 

• Juche 
– Self-reliance 

• Opening and economic reform 

DPRK economic development 
• Faster economic growth than ROK 

– Richer that ROK and China until mid eighties? 

• Rapid industrialisation 

• Industrialisation of agriculture 
– Irrigation 

– Mechanisation 

– Chemicalisation (fertilizer) 

– Electrification 

Growth with vulnerability 
• Growth in industrial and agricultural output 

• High achievement in social indicators 
– Literacy, life-expectancy etc 

• But..lack of resources, especially energy (oil) 

• Collapse of Soviet Union and trading relationship with ‘Socialist market’ 

catastrophic 

Crisis of 1990s 
• Lack of oil, fertilizer, spare parts, etc 

• Compounded economic crisis 
– Agricultural economy would not have been so vulnerable 

• Mid nineties series of natural disasters 

• >>widespread malnutrition, increased mortality rate 



 

 

– 200,000 – 2 m? 

Solution? 
• Increase foreign exchange revenue 

– Exports 

– Tourism 

– Japanese reparations (US$8-10 billion) 

– Access to Foreign Direct Investment 

– Access to foreign loans 

But.. 
• Depends on normalisation of relations with the United States 

– And Japan (progressing?) 

– France is only other major country which does not have diplomatic relations 

– NZ 26 March 2001 

Agreed Framework 
• DPRK two main nuclear objectives 

– Electricity  

– Security (assumed but denied) 

• Need for electricity often overlooked 
– Key constraint on economic recovery 

Soviet reactors 
• Tried to get LWRs from Europe but couldn’t because of US sanctions 

• Agreement with USSR >>signed NPT 

• USSR collapses – no reactors 

• 1993 says it will withdraw from NPT so can develop nuclear power 

• US worried – Clinton contemplates airstrikes, Kim Young-sam says no 

Carter visit 
• Jimmy Carter meets Kim Il Sung 

– Agreement forced upon Clinton 

• Agreed Framework 
– I Both sides will cooperate to replace the DPRK’s graphite-moderated reactors and related 

facilities with light-water reactor (LWR) power plants.  
• Due 2003 – five years behind schedule 

Agreed Framework 
• II The two sides will move toward full normalization of political and economic 

relations.  
– Little progress except late 2000; frozen by Bush 



 

 

• III Both sides will work together for peace and security on a nuclearfree Korean 

peninsula  

nuclearfree Korean peninsula 
• US to give formal assurances against the threat of nuclear weapons 

– Bush Nuclear Posture Review threatened preemptive nuclear strike 

• DPRK implement N-S denuclearization agreement 
– Enriched uranium would breech that 

• IV. Both sides will work together to strengthen the international nuclear non proliferation 

regime.  

Sunshine to clouds 
• Kim Dae-jung’s ‘sunshine policy’ 

– Engagement with North was necessary to prevent war 

– Collapse of DPRK would disastrous for ROK 
• Defuse tensions, move to peaceful reunification 

– Pressure on Clinton >>Perry Report >>US –DPRK modus vivendi  

Pyongyang Summit 2000 
• April shock announcement 

• June – highly successful summit 

• October –Secretary Albright visits Pyongyang, comes back with invitation to 

Clinton 

• Clinton packs his bags but Gore loses election 

Kim Dae-jung’s final years 
• Bush makes clear his ABC foreign policy 

– Anything but Clinton 

• March 2001 Kim Dae-jung goes to Washington, is rebuffed 

• North-South relations go up and down 

• January 2002  
– Nuclear Posture Review  

– Axis of Evil  

Kelly visit 
• End of 2 years of ‘malign neglect’ 

• Kelly visits October 2002 

• Alleges  
– US has discovered evidence that NK has a uranium enrichment program which violates AF 

– NK ‘confesses’ this 

• Pyongyang denies this but claims it has right to any nuclear programme not covered by AF 

• Who’s fibbing? 



 

 

Going back to Gilman 
• 3 Nov 99: Representative Benjamin A. Gilman (Rep), Chairman of the House  

International Relations Committee, released a congressional report today on 

DPRK threat to the US and its allies  

• What does he say? 

Gilman report 
• First, the American people need to know that there is significant  evidence that North Korea 

is continuing its activities to develop  nuclear weapons. 

• Remarkably, North Korea's efforts to acquire uranium technologies, that  is, a second path to 

nuclear weapons, and their efforts to weaponize  their nuclear material do not violate the 

1994 Agreed Framework.  That  is because the Clinton Administration did not succeed in 

negotiating a  deal with North Korea that would ban such efforts.  It is inexplicable  and 

inexcusable  

What’s happening? 
• DPRK was implementing its side of AF 

– Had paid out by suspending plutonium programme but were still waiting for pay back 
• LWRs, normalisation 

• Bush wanted to tear up AF 
– At least two Bush administrations  

– NK diplomat – we don’t know what the administration’s policy is 

Why then? 
• Bush under pressure from Seoul 

• Perhaps wanted to give support to Lee Hoi-chang 

• US expert Jonathan Pollack(US Navy War College) thinks it was to scuttle 

Japan-DPRK rapprochement 
– US only had 3 days warning of Koizumi’s Sept visit 

Current impasse 
• DPRK wants to negotiate 

– Non-aggression treaty ratified by Congress 

– Removal of US obstacle to development 
• Eg Terrorism list (international loans); sanctions 

• Pressure on Japan, Taiwan, etc. 
– Eg Taiwan investment in DPRK stopped because of US  

• In return will ‘remove US concerns’, including inspections 

Bush’s quandary 
• Tore up AF but had nothing in replacement 

• Wants to destroy DPRK –’regime change’ 



 

 

• Taken by surprise by tough reactions 
– Probably leading to nuclear-armed DPRK 

• Can’t take military action 
– Objections from Seoul 

– 200,000 Americans in ROK 

– Artillery can devastate Seoul 

– Other unknown retaliatory capacity 

Will Bush turn? 
• Some pressure from Congress, public opinion (elite and mass) 

• Pressure from Russia, China, Japan (they are at danger from nuclear war) 

• Most of all from Roh Moo-hyun 
– ROK stand most to lose, with nothing to gain 

• Iraq factor 

Cautious optimism 
• Bush will have to negotiate 

– He can’t go to war over ROK objections 

• Ie use of stick is limited 

• If he does nothing DPRK will press ahead and presumably (but not certainly) acquire nuclear 

weapons 
– Lift moratorium on rocket testing 

• Plenty of carrots that cost little 
– Except imperial pride 

 

Imperial pride? 
• John Brady Kiesling's letter of resignation to Secretary of State Colin L. Powell, February 27, 

2003  

• Is the Russia of the late Romanovs really our model, a selfish, superstitious empire thrashing 

toward self-destruction in the name of a doomed status quo?  

• Why does our President condone the swaggering and contemptuous approach to our friends 

and allies this Administration is fostering, including among its most senior officials. Has 

"oderint dum metuant" really become our motto?  

oderint dum metuant 
• Let them hate so long as they fear 

– Lucius Accius - Roman tragic poet (170 BC) Believed to be a favorite saying of Caligula.  

 


